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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Thursday, 11 April 2019 12:45 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Fred Blackley 

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Fred Blackley 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name:  

Email address: fb378520@kings.net.nz 

Contact phone number: 0210617444 

Postal address: 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 
PC21 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road, 149,151 and 153 Gillies Ave 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No 

The reason for my or our views are: 
I live in the area and have done for my life. I oppose the demolition of houses that are sorely needed for my 
generation close to schools and university . Rentals are extremely difficult to find and are in short supply and we need 
houses for people not private hospitals that are a luxury of the wealthy not a necessity AND they can be built 
elsewhere particularly as Southern Cross has the option of using its other sites and its obviously abundant resources 
$$$$ to do this. We need houses and communities not private fee paying hospitals used occasionally in a lifetime by 
the very few wealthy who refuse to travel across a suburban to a already built facility. Demolition of much needed 
houses including those of character and one that has 30 residents for the wealthy few is frankly obscene. We need a 
council that prioritizes the people that vote for it and not the wealthy businesses that don't. We need to follow the 
unitary plan well thought out and planned with submissions and not discard it as soon as big business comes along 
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with $$$$. Accepting this will make a complete mockery of the Unitary Plan and raises the question of why have it at 
all. Please reject this modification for the people of Auckland who need accommodation and not more private 
hospitals for the wealthy when they have plenty of options a short distance away. Thank you 

I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 

Submission date: 11 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? Yes 

Would you consider presenting a joint case at a hearing if others have made a similar submission? Yes 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Thursday, 11 April 2019 2:45 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Gabriella Amies 

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Gabriella Amies 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name:  

Email address:  

Contact phone number:  

Postal address: 
37 Owens Road 
Epsom 
Auckland 1023 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 
PC 21 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road,149,151,153 Gillies Ave Epsom 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No 

The reason for my or our views are: 
I live in this area and I don't want houses demolished for a private hospital no one needs. I walk to school and the 
traffic is bad enough and i don't want blasting of rock and large trucks. I want houses for my friends. Mum and Dad 
are doctors and they don't want more hospitals My friends live in those houses and we need people and houses. Not 
big buildings and more cars and trucks. We need trees and birds and grass and people. We love Mt Eden. Don't 
destroy the area, please leave it for me and my friends. My Dad says we are the future. Please help protect where we 
live. People are important Thank you 
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I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 

Submission date: 11 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? No 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Thursday, 11 April 2019 12:30 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Hugo Blackley 

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Hugo Blackley 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name:  

Email address: hjlblackley@gmail.com 

Contact phone number:  

Postal address: 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 
PC21 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road,149,151,153 Gillies Ave Epsom 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No 

The reason for my or our views are: 
I oppose the plan in its entirety as it destroys the local houses and the character of Epsom that I have grown up in and 
continue to live in. It is against the unitary plan and the wishes of the community. It will irreversible destroy the 
residential area that i as a young rate payer am part off. It will destroy the area for my children. I have lived in this 
area for my life of 22 years and I plan to continue to live here as my parents have done. This is a community and not 
a business zone. The Southern Cross hospitals has other options in industrial or commercial areas well identified by 
the unitary plan. They did not present their proposal to the unitary plan during its formation despite having , the 
knowledge,the resources and the option of doing so. 

I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 
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Submission date: 11 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? No 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Thursday, 11 April 2019 1:30 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Sam Blackley 

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Sam Blackley 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name:  

Email address: samblackley2000@gmail.com 

Contact phone number: 021336736 

Postal address: 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 
PC21 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road, 149,151 and 153 Gillies Ave 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No 

The reason for my or our views are: 
I oppose the whole plan to demolish houses 149,151 and 153 Gillies ave and alter the Unitary plan to build a large 
private hospital on this site. The unitary plan clearly states that this is a residential area and this was well planned 
several years ago and Southern Cross made no objection. This is my home and my residential area. I have gone to 
school in this area and I go to university in this area. WE NEED HOUSES not private hospitals. A commercial building 
of 16m or 25 m is not allowed in this zone and was deemed inappropriate in this Zone by the Unitary Plan. That is the 
Unitary Plan that we all discussed and had submissions over for years. So its not a discussion point and should not 
even be a discussion point. The answer is NO! Build elsewhere SC (Southern Cross) . You have other sites. You 
have the money. The Unitary Plan clearly shows where you can have commercial buildings. Southern Cross had its 
option like anyone else to put forward their submission in the deciding days of the Unitary Plan. That was only a few 
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years ago. They DIDN"T. They didn't object despite knowing their plans to expand ....all businesses have a 1,5 and 
10 year plan, do not tell me that a multi million dollar business like SC didn't. One might suspect that they didn't follow 
the rules knowing it would be turned down at the Unitary Planning level and now quietly they try to get it past. Why is 
this even being reviewed? Why does a big organization have a option of coming in lately and try and tear up the plan 
we all agreed to and abide by. They had that option in the unitary planning stage. They are a big company with big 
hospital developments, they are not naive, inexperienced, lacking in knowledge nor resources that they didn't have 
the foresight to request this. They have been buying up the houses know full well what they planned to do and will 
plan for the whole area around. As they have done elsewhere will devalue the other house by this monstrosity at 16 or 
25 meters (yes they will go to this height in time when they bowl the older hospital) and then buy up those surrounding 
homes including mine as well. This is because of the 24/7 traffic and noise of staff and deliveries and patients and the 
towering building will destroy the privacy. This is big business at its worst, ignore the regulations, ignore the people, 
throw money at it and roll the Council and do what we like. THIS CAN NOT BE ACCEPTED RESPECT THE PLAN 
RESPECT THE PEOPLE WE NEED COMMUNITIES WE NEED HOUSES NOT PRIVATE COMMERCIAL 
BUILDINGS Southern Cross is a business venture with many other options. PEOPLE ARE IMPORTANT 

I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 

Submission date: 11 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? Yes 

Would you consider presenting a joint case at a hearing if others have made a similar submission? Yes 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Thursday, 11 April 2019 3:00 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Sophia Amies 

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Sophia Amies 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name:  

Email address:  

Contact phone number:  

Postal address: 
37 Owens Road 
Epsom 
Auckland 1023 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 
PC 21 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road, 149,151 and 153 Gillies Ave 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No 

The reason for my or our views are: 
Dear Mayor Goff Don't destroy these houses This is where I and my friends live This is where I go to school This is 
where I walk to school and these are the roads I cross We don't need a large hospital there is one done the road We 
don't need more traffic We don't need large buildings with shadow and noise No trees and No views We need trees, 
houses,gardens, birds and sunlight We need to love houses and people You adults need to protect the trees and 
houses for us children If you destroy the area you destroy our beautiful area and you destroy our future Tell Southern 
Cross to build their hospital somewhere else Thank you 
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I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 

Submission date: 11 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? No 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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ATTACHMENT())(Reasons'for'Submission(
'

1. I/we'oppose(Proposed(Plan(Change'21((PC(21)private)'for(the(following(reasons:(
(
(a) The(proposed(plan(change(has(failed(to(implement(the(basic(direction,(objectives(and(

policies(of(the(Auckland(Regional(Policy(Statement((RPS)(set(out(in(Chapters(B1(&(B2.((In(
particular(the(plan(change(has(undermined(the(relationship(within(the(intended(
compact(urban(form(of(Auckland(between(residential,(historic,(heritage(and(special(
character(protection(and(urban(intensification(development(initiatives(as(outlined(in(the(
RPS.(
(

(b) While(medical(facilities(are(recognised(as(part(of(the(social(infrastructure(of(Auckland,(
their(location(relies(on(following(the(spatial(objectives(of(the(Special(Purpose)Healthcare(
Facility(and(Hospital(Zone.((The(subject(site(does(not(achieve(those(objectives(or(policies.(
(

(c) The(Special(Purpose(–(Healthcare(Facility(and(Hospital(Zone((the(“Hospital(Zone”)(is(
inappropriate(for(the(subject(sites(because(the(sites(and(their(locality(do(not(meet(the(
zone(description,(objectives(or(policies(found(in(Chapter(H25.1,(.2(or(.3.((Overall(the(
location(and(scale(of(the(built(outcome(derived(from(PC21(undermines(the(integrity(of(
the(Hospital(Zone.(
(

(d) The(subject(site(lies(within(an(established(area(of(residential(zoned(land(with(the(Gillies(
Ave(part(of(the(site(covered(by(an(overlay(which(seeks((to(retain(and(manage(the(special(
character(values(of(this(part(of(Epsom,(integrated(as(it(is(with(the(eastern(side(of(Mt(
Eden.((The(purpose(of(the(overlay(is(described(in(Chapter(D18(of(the(AUP.((PC(21(
undermines(the(integrity(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(by(introducing(a(land(use(
which(is(contrary(in(all(respects(to(the(heritage(and(special(character(purpose(of(the(
overlay.(
(

(e) PC(21(has(potential(adverse(effects(on(neighbouring(properties(and(the(locality(arising(
from(the(potential(intensity(of(development,(the(incompatibility(of(built(form(
relationships(contemplated(by(PC(21,(the(proposed(reduction(in(required(parking(for(the(
private(hospital(and(the(requirement(for(blasting(to(achieve(underground(parking.(
Together,(these(actual(and(cumulative(adverse(effects(confirm(that(the(locality(of(PC(21(
is(unsuitable.(

(
(f) Adverse(effects(from(PC(21(also(include(the(undermining(and(degradation(of(the(

residential(and(character(heritage(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(its(vicinity(as(well(
as(the(urban(amenity(considered(and(protected(by(the(integration(of(the(Single(House(
Zone(and(the(Special(Character(Overlay(in(this(location.(
(

(g) The(urban(form(depicted(by(the(operative(land(use(zone(pattern(covering(the(subject(
site(and(the(surrounding(neighbourhood(firmly(indicates(the(intention(of(low(scale(
residential(development(consistent(with(the(Special(Character(Overlay(which(covers(part(
of(the(subject(site(and(the(neighbourhood.((PC(21'is(contrary(to(the(integrity(and(
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purpose(of(the(operative(land(use(pattern(and(urban(design(outcomes(represented(by(

the(operative(land(use(zones.(

(h) PC(21(incorporates(three(special(character(residential(buildings(which(front(Gillies(
Avenue.(These(dwellings(are(included(for(the(purpose(of(demolition(and(removal(to(

allow(the(expansion(of(the(private(hospital(facilities.((The(loss(of(these(special(character(

dwellings(is(inconsistent(with(the(purpose(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(specifically(

placed(over(this(part(of(Gillies(Avenue(and(the(adjoining(hinterland(to(the(west(for(the(

purpose(of(heritage(protection(imposed(through(the(RPS(and(implemented(through(the(

Special(Character(area(provisions(of(the(AUP(district(plan(provisions.((

(

(i) PC(21(has(failed(to(protect(the(substantial(trees(over(the(subject(area(which(contribute(

important(landscape(and(vegetation(amenity(to(the(neighbourhood(and(is(recognized(in(

the(Special(Character(Overlay.(

(

(j) Overall,(PC21(has(failed(to(provide(the(necessary(justification(required(under(s.32(of(the(

Act(to(create(the(extent(of(change(and(modification(to(the(operative(planning(provisions(

covering(the(subject(area(and(the(adjoining(neighbourhood.((In(particular(–((

i. the(evaluation(of(the(objectives(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(purpose(of(the(Act(is(

inadequate,(

ii. the(appropriateness(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(relevant(objectives(having(

examined(alternatives,(assessed(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(

proposal(to(achieve(those(objectives(is(not(provided(,(and(

iii. the(summary(of(the(reasons(for(deciding(on(PC(21(as(the(correct(course(of(

action(does(not(follow(the(instruction(of(s32(RMA,(and(

iv. it(has(not(been(demonstrated(that(the(objectives(of(the(applicant(cannot(be(

met(in(appropriately(zoned(areas(of(the(City.(

(

(k) The(serious(failure(to(address(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(has(fundamentally(flawed(

the(ability(for(PC(21(to(be(considered(and(assessed(under(the(Act.(

(

(l) Accordingly,(the(failure(to(meet(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(confirms(that(PC(21(is(

contrary(to(the(purpose(of(the(Act(as(set(out(in(Part(2,(in(particular,(it(does(not(provide(

for(the(sustainable(management(of(the(urban(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(the(

neighbourhood(required(by(s5(RMA.((For(these(reasons(PC(21'fails(to(meet(the(purpose(

of(the(Act(and(accordingly(cannot(proceed.(

(
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Further concerns I have along with the technical concerns attached include the following: 
 

The excavation of the basalt rock 
Basalt rock flows from the sites that Southern Cross Hospital Limited (SCHL) want the plan 
change to apply to, straight across Gillies Ave, and down under my home. When extending my 
home, basalt rock was dug out with a small digger, which means I have seen the rock myself. It 
was difficult to remove but on a small scale, manageable with small machinery and not a major 
concern. However, the scale of which SCHL will intend to dig out the rock if they get the plan 
change they are asking for will be significantly larger, and will take time to do so – maybe up to 
a few years. It will also involve large machinery, possible blasting and heavy trucks to come and 
go from the site. Given that my home is nearly 100 years old, this is of concern to me. 
Currently, heavy trucks and buses travelling along Gillies Ave have an effect on our home in that 
they cause vibrations that make certain floors and windows on the west side (the side closest to 
Gillies Ave) shake. The work that SCHL will undertake under the plan change, I believe will 
only make this worse as the vibrations from potential blasting will travel through the rock under 
our foundations, the trucks and machinery will drive by and around the site on an almost daily 
basis, and could therefore result in damage to my home. Work that was undertaken by NZTA 
on the Southern Motorway caused vibrations, and these were within the limits allowed. Yet it 
still caused damage to homes nearby. The old homes in this area will negatively feel the effect of 
vibrations too if semi-modern homes in South Auckland did. Those in that area are struggling to 
find a responsible party to help cover the costs of the remedial work. I believe, that the same 
will happen in this case too. Please consider this, and do not bring the potential of this burden to 
the residents around Epsom.  
 

Noise 
Another concern is the noise any construction under the zone change will bring, along with the 
development SCHL is proposing to build. This is generally a quiet residential area where the 
residents get to live in peace. This is one of the highlights of living in this suburb. However, one 
of the noises that I find wakes me often is the rubbish collection that occurs in the early hours of 
the morning for the current SCHL site. Under SCHL current proposal, the rubbish collection 
will be moved to Gillies Ave, thus only making the rubbish removal noises louder. The larger 
the hospital, the more bins required too so longer the noise remains. Increasing the scale of the 
hospital will also result in more cars going past, and more people around which will also cause 
more noise. Then there is the construction itself. Heavy machinery, construction crews, rock 
removal, the list of noise making items goes on, and each item further reduces the ability of the 
residents in the area and I to be allowed to enjoy the quiet characteristics that this residential 
area has to offer.  
 

Visual Disruptions 
Currently, we have been lucky enough to find a home that provides us with a lovely view 
looking up to Mount Eden, especially from the top floor of my home. With the potential 
development SCHL could do if they are provided with a plan change for the sites on Gillies Ave 
and Brightside Rd, this view will be blocked. They can build up to 16 meters, and with resource 
consent could go higher which means we would have no way of getting the lovely view back. 
On top of this, currently due to the location and surrounding homes restricted height, afternoon 
sun flows through the main and upper floors of my home. It remains in summer till nearly 8pm 
at times until setting behind Mount Eden. Based on SCHL reports presented to the Council, a 
permitted 16 meter development will result in us losing our sunlight before 6pm in summer, 
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and  significantly earlier in winter. Given resource consent, SCHL could go higher under the 
plan change they want, which means even losing sunlight potentially mid afternoon depending 
on how high they go. With an old villa home, afternoon sunlight is essential for the west side of 
the home. Quite frankly, this is important for any home. Given the proposed development, and 
therefore resulting lack of sunlight in the afternoon, our west side will essentially turn into 
another south side.  
 

Privacy 
Further to that mentioned above, I believe that the 16m development allowed and proposed 
under the plan change by SCHL will cause a privacy issue. Currently, despite trees surrounding 
the sites, our west side looks directly over the existing rock wall and allows us, and those across 
the road to see into each others homes. At the moment, the building across from us isn’t even 
10m high. Given a structure of at least 16m could be built across from us, a hospital as such 
which will have many windows, and multiple patients, visitors and staff accessing these rooms 
who will be able to see out of these windows. This becomes a privacy issue for me and my 
family. You cannot buy a 16 meter tree and it would take years to establish one if SCHL want to 
use foliage to hide the building view (which is one way to remedy this issue, albeit a unfeasible 
one at that). The area has no existing trees that will cover the entire building from view, and 
therefore protect neighbours of their privacy. I believe this is a significant issue. No one wants 
numerous people to be able to look through into their home from such heights.  
 

Future Precedent 
Currently businesses in the Epsom area are restricted in building height, they blend with the 
area somewhat seamlessly or at least without becoming a adverse sight amongst residential 
homes. Even Epsom Girls Grammar doesn’t draw significant attention to its façade, from the 
Gillies Ave frontage. Additionally, I believe that Auckland Council has worked hard at planning 
and preparing a Auckland wide Unitary Plan that allows characteristics of areas to remain, yet 
allows reasonable development in areas that are suited to those kinds of developments. They 
heard submissions for years, adjusting the plan as needed to meet the needs of many. It has 
planned for things like hospitals and such. Yet SCHL never spoke up at the time. It if was any 
other individual, a home-buyer for example, essentially it would be too little to late and they 
would have to build accordingly within the parameters lined out under the plan or in a area 
where they would be allowed. SCHL could essentially move its business to a better-suited area 
under the plan the council has made, specifically in a less residential based area. Allowing SCHL 
to have the plan change they want, to allow such a development to occur in a heavily residential 
area to take place would set a negative precedent to any other commercial business in the 
future. It will ruin the special characteristics that have been maintained for years in residential 
suburbs.  It will open the door, not just in Epsom but also in all of Auckland for such proposals 
to be made as one company has already been allowed it. 
 
Finally, I ask you, the reader of this submission to consider how would you feel if there came a 
potential threat for a 16m hospital to be built across the road from your home. If you were faced 
with the same privacy issues, the several years of construction outside your door and the noise 
and problems that came with it, the removal of sunlight flowing into parts of your home that 
you have enjoyed for years, the potential for this building to reach 25meters, what would you 
want to happen? Would you allow it to happen?  
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider my submission.  
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ATTACHMENT())(Reasons'for'Submission(
'

1. I/we'oppose(Proposed(Plan(Change'21((PC(21)private)'for(the(following(reasons:(
(
(a) The(proposed(plan(change(has(failed(to(implement(the(basic(direction,(objectives(and(

policies(of(the(Auckland(Regional(Policy(Statement((RPS)(set(out(in(Chapters(B1(&(B2.((In(
particular(the(plan(change(has(undermined(the(relationship(within(the(intended(
compact(urban(form(of(Auckland(between(residential,(historic,(heritage(and(special(
character(protection(and(urban(intensification(development(initiatives(as(outlined(in(the(
RPS.(
(

(b) While(medical(facilities(are(recognised(as(part(of(the(social(infrastructure(of(Auckland,(
their(location(relies(on(following(the(spatial(objectives(of(the(Special(Purpose)Healthcare(
Facility(and(Hospital(Zone.((The(subject(site(does(not(achieve(those(objectives(or(policies.(
(

(c) The(Special(Purpose(–(Healthcare(Facility(and(Hospital(Zone((the(“Hospital(Zone”)(is(
inappropriate(for(the(subject(sites(because(the(sites(and(their(locality(do(not(meet(the(
zone(description,(objectives(or(policies(found(in(Chapter(H25.1,(.2(or(.3.((Overall(the(
location(and(scale(of(the(built(outcome(derived(from(PC21(undermines(the(integrity(of(
the(Hospital(Zone.(
(

(d) The(subject(site(lies(within(an(established(area(of(residential(zoned(land(with(the(Gillies(
Ave(part(of(the(site(covered(by(an(overlay(which(seeks((to(retain(and(manage(the(special(
character(values(of(this(part(of(Epsom,(integrated(as(it(is(with(the(eastern(side(of(Mt(
Eden.((The(purpose(of(the(overlay(is(described(in(Chapter(D18(of(the(AUP.((PC(21(
undermines(the(integrity(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(by(introducing(a(land(use(
which(is(contrary(in(all(respects(to(the(heritage(and(special(character(purpose(of(the(
overlay.(
(

(e) PC(21(has(potential(adverse(effects(on(neighbouring(properties(and(the(locality(arising(
from(the(potential(intensity(of(development,(the(incompatibility(of(built(form(
relationships(contemplated(by(PC(21,(the(proposed(reduction(in(required(parking(for(the(
private(hospital(and(the(requirement(for(blasting(to(achieve(underground(parking.(
Together,(these(actual(and(cumulative(adverse(effects(confirm(that(the(locality(of(PC(21(
is(unsuitable.(

(
(f) Adverse(effects(from(PC(21(also(include(the(undermining(and(degradation(of(the(

residential(and(character(heritage(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(its(vicinity(as(well(
as(the(urban(amenity(considered(and(protected(by(the(integration(of(the(Single(House(
Zone(and(the(Special(Character(Overlay(in(this(location.(
(

(g) The(urban(form(depicted(by(the(operative(land(use(zone(pattern(covering(the(subject(
site(and(the(surrounding(neighbourhood(firmly(indicates(the(intention(of(low(scale(
residential(development(consistent(with(the(Special(Character(Overlay(which(covers(part(
of(the(subject(site(and(the(neighbourhood.((PC(21'is(contrary(to(the(integrity(and(
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purpose(of(the(operative(land(use(pattern(and(urban(design(outcomes(represented(by(

the(operative(land(use(zones.(

(h) PC(21(incorporates(three(special(character(residential(buildings(which(front(Gillies(
Avenue.(These(dwellings(are(included(for(the(purpose(of(demolition(and(removal(to(

allow(the(expansion(of(the(private(hospital(facilities.((The(loss(of(these(special(character(

dwellings(is(inconsistent(with(the(purpose(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(specifically(

placed(over(this(part(of(Gillies(Avenue(and(the(adjoining(hinterland(to(the(west(for(the(

purpose(of(heritage(protection(imposed(through(the(RPS(and(implemented(through(the(

Special(Character(area(provisions(of(the(AUP(district(plan(provisions.((

(

(i) PC(21(has(failed(to(protect(the(substantial(trees(over(the(subject(area(which(contribute(

important(landscape(and(vegetation(amenity(to(the(neighbourhood(and(is(recognized(in(

the(Special(Character(Overlay.(

(

(j) Overall,(PC21(has(failed(to(provide(the(necessary(justification(required(under(s.32(of(the(

Act(to(create(the(extent(of(change(and(modification(to(the(operative(planning(provisions(

covering(the(subject(area(and(the(adjoining(neighbourhood.((In(particular(–((

i. the(evaluation(of(the(objectives(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(purpose(of(the(Act(is(

inadequate,(

ii. the(appropriateness(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(relevant(objectives(having(

examined(alternatives,(assessed(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(

proposal(to(achieve(those(objectives(is(not(provided(,(and(

iii. the(summary(of(the(reasons(for(deciding(on(PC(21(as(the(correct(course(of(

action(does(not(follow(the(instruction(of(s32(RMA,(and(

iv. it(has(not(been(demonstrated(that(the(objectives(of(the(applicant(cannot(be(

met(in(appropriately(zoned(areas(of(the(City.(

(

(k) The(serious(failure(to(address(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(has(fundamentally(flawed(

the(ability(for(PC(21(to(be(considered(and(assessed(under(the(Act.(

(

(l) Accordingly,(the(failure(to(meet(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(confirms(that(PC(21(is(

contrary(to(the(purpose(of(the(Act(as(set(out(in(Part(2,(in(particular,(it(does(not(provide(

for(the(sustainable(management(of(the(urban(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(the(

neighbourhood(required(by(s5(RMA.((For(these(reasons(PC(21'fails(to(meet(the(purpose(

of(the(Act(and(accordingly(cannot(proceed.(

(
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Further'to'the'technical'concerns'mentioned'on'the'previous'pages,' I'also'have'the'following'
concerns.''
'
(I)' I' chose' to' live' in' this' area' due' the' good' schools' and' nice' residential' characteristics' that'
Epsom' has' to' offer.' Having' lived' here' for' nearly' 15' years' or' so,' one' of' the' aspects' that' I'
thoroughly'enjoy'is'the'fact'that'smallAscale,'mostly'residential'buildings'surround'me.'These'
buildings'are'similar'in'height'without'large,'commercial'or'industrial'buildings'over'taking'the'
visual'field.''The'suburb'is'quiet'and'even'the'businesses'that'operate'currently'close'by'(two'
of'which'are'owned'by'Southern'Cross'Hospital'Limited'–'SCHL)'do'not'protrude'out'visually'
or'make'a'major'commotion'allowing'for'quiet'enjoyment'of'the'area'in'which'I'live.''That'is'in'
essence'the'characteristic'of'Epsom'–'quiet,'residential'suburb'full'of'greenery'and'historical'
homes'blended'subtly'with'somewhat'modern'home'designs.'The'proposed'plan'change,'and'
the'development'that'that'will'allow'do'not'fit'into'this'characteristic'at'all,'not'only'due'to'it’s'
size'and'scale' compared' to' the'homes'around' it,'but'also'due' to' the' fact' that' it' involves' the'
demolition'of'historical'sound'residential'homes'that'help'make'up'the'distinctive'aspects'of'
Epsom.'Already'SCHL'removed'three'homes'last'time'they'built'their'Brightside'Rd'site.'Now'
they'want'to'remove'another'three'that'are'costly'and'hard'to'replicate.'''
'
(II)'Yes'there'are'some'commercial'buildings'mixed'amongst'the'residential'homes'in'Epsom.'
SCHL'has'given'examples'of' such' in' their' reports' to'Auckland'Council.'However,'all' these'as'
mentioned' above,' seem' to' seamlessly' fit' into' the' area' as' they' have' kept' the' same' height'
restrictions' as' most' residential' homes' in' the' area' in' my' opinion.' They' are' not' 16m'
monstrosities' next' to' residential' homes.' They' do' not' over' shadow' neighbouring' historical'
properties,'and'do'not'draw'attention'to'them'selves'as'being'16'meters'tall.'Take'for'example,'
the' current' SCHL' hospital' on' Brightside' Rd.' It' is' drawn' away' from' the' road' and' does' not'
hinder'the'visual'aspects'of'the'area'as'it'maintains'the'height'restrictions'and'is'surrounded'
by' trees.' These' restrictions' were' put' in' place' to' maintain' Epsom’s' charm' as' a' residential'
suburb.' Even' the' boarding' homes' that' operate' in' the' area' do' not' remove' the' character' of'
Epsom.'They'do'not'expand'beyond'the'height'to'boundary'rules'currently'in'place,'and'do'not'
diminish'any'views.'They'look'like'the'homes'found'in'the'area,'and'to'any'one'driving'by,'they'
would'look'like'just'another'home.''
'
(III)'SCHL'mention'in'their'reports'that'the'sites'they'have'acquired'on'Gillies'Ave'are'the'only'
ones' “marooned”' in' the'Brightside'Rd/Owens'Rd/Gillies'Ave' area.'Whilst' this' technically'be'
true,'that'is'a'narrow'band'of'properties.'Extend'the'band'to'the'right,'right'across'the'road'on'
Brightside' Rd,' across' from' the' existing' hospital' exists' many' homes' that' have' the' special'
character'overlay.'Are'those'sites'really'marooned?'No!'Furthermore,'the'reason'for'the'special'
character'overlay' is' to'provide'a' form'of'protection' is' it'not?'To'be'protected' from'this'very'
thing'–'being'demolished'by'large'commercial'businesses.''These'homes'are'a'part'of'Auckland'
history'and'they'should'continue'to'be.'Built'in'the'1920’s,'those'homes'are'costly'to'replicate,'
speaking' from' the' viewpoint' of' an' owner' of' a' historical' villa' built' also' in' the' 1920’s.' They'
should'be'protected.'On' top'of' this,' currently'Auckland' is' suffering' from'a'housing' shortage'
and' the' government' is' working' to' build' more' homes.' The' answer' shouldn’t' be' to' remove'
sound'homes'that'are'able'to'house'people,'especially'many'in'the'case'of'the'boarding'home'
that'SCHL'has'acquired.''
'
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Surely'the'Unitary'plan'provides'for'the'zoning'that'SCHL'are'after.'There'must'be'other'sites'
that'could'be'considered'rather'than'this'narrow'minded'view'of'expanding'a'existing'hospital'
right' bang' smack' in' the'middle' of' a' residential' suburb.' ' A' site' better' suited' that'would' not'
involve'the'demolition'of'historical'buildings'or'trouble'to'the'residents'who'live'in'the'area.''
'
(IV)'The'schools' that'Epsom'has' to'offer'are'some'of' the' top'schools' in'Auckland.'Every'day'
you'see'hundreds'of'students'walking'to'and'from'school'via'Gillies'Ave.'My'daughter'herself'
was'on'of'them.'There'are'many'who'still'do.'Epsom'in'general,'and'currently'Gillies'Ave'is'a'
safe' main' route' that' many' parents' allow' their' children' to' walk' alone.' I' believe' with' the'
proposed'plan'change'in'place,'and'the'potential'expansion'of'the'hospital,'this'will'no'longer'
be' the'case.'With'construction'a'major'aspect'of' the'safety'concern,' there'will'also'be'safety'
concerns'after'construction'due'to'cars'coming'and'going'through'the'Gillies'Ave'entrance'any'
possible' hospital' will' have.' Visitors,' staff' and' patients' will' all' be' using' the' entrance' to' the'
hospital' site,' and'each'day,'many'children'will'have' to'cross' their'path.' It' is'not' the'odd'car'
from'a'residential'site'that'children'will'have'to'be'mindful'of,'but'many'cars'coming'and'going.''
'
(V)'Currently,'the'property'acquired'by'SCHL'that'sits'directly'opposite'my'home'can'be'
viewed'without'obstruction'from'any'trees'or'the'surrounding'rock'wall'on'both'sides'of'Gillies'
Ave.'The'property'is'no'more'than'10m'tall,'if'that.'I'believe'this'means'that'under'the'
proposed'plan'change;'any'structure'built'(allowed'to'be'16m'and'SCHL'plans'to'take'full'use'
of'that'height'limit)'will'result'in'a'privacy'issue'for'my'family'and'I'who'live'directly'across'the'
road.'A'hospital'needs'to'provide'windows'and'at'16'meters'tall'and'spanning'three'sites,'this'
is'a'lot'of'windows,'not'just'one'or'two'that'we'are'currently'faced'with.'Staff,'numerous'
patients'and'their'families'on'a'daily'basis'will'access'to'these'windows.'Essentially'these'are'
all'people'who'will'be'able'to'look'down'onto'our'property,'and'into'it.''No'one'wants'
numerous'people'to'be'able'to'look'through'into'their'home'from'such'heights.'There'really'
would'be'no'way'for'this'to'be'remedied'by'SCHL'as'there'are'no'existing'trees'that'tall'to'
provide'coverage,'nor'can'you'buy'a'16m'tree.''
'
(VI)'In'regards,'to'our'views,'another'concern'I'have'is'that'under'the'proposed'plan'change,'
any'structure'built'will'ruin'our'uninterrupted'views'of'Mount'Eden.'I'enjoy'the'view'to'Mount'
Eden'that'I'have'on'a'daily'basis'from'the'nearly'20m'+'of'west'side'façade'of'my'home'(faces''
the'three'sites'SCHL'has'acquired'on'Gillies'Ave).'I'also'enjoy'the'afternoon'sun'throughout'the'
west'side'of'our'home.'The'proposed'plan'change'asked'by'Southern'Cross'Hospital'Limited'
will'allow'them'to'build'to'a'minimum'of'16m,'and'with'a'resource'consent,'could'go'up'to'
25m.'This'would'completely'cover'our'views'of'Mount'Eden,'and'essentially'mean'we'lose'our'
afternoon'sun'across'our'whole'west'side'facing'façade.'Once'the'sun'hits'the'top'of'Mount'
Eden'(which'we'can'currently'see)'we'then'lose'the'sun.'However,'the'building'will'
substantially'be'taller'over'passing'the'view'of'Mount'Eden'blocking'out'sunlight'sooner.'
Currently'in'summer'our'sunlight'flows'through'till'nearly'8pm'at'times.'According'to'reports'
gathered'by'SCHL'and'submitted'to'the'council,'a'building'of'16m'would'change'this'to'before'
6pm.'Winter'would'be'even'sooner.'A'25'meter'building'(allowed'with'resource'consent)'
would'mean'sunlight'would'disappear'even'more'earlier.'''
'
'
'
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(VII)' All' my' concerns' mentioned' above' I' believe' will' also' result' in' a' devaluation' of' my'
property.'A'loss'of'mountain'views,'which'are'then'replaced'with'a'view'of'the'hospital,'which''
then' has'windows' that'will' overlook' directly' into' our' home' thus' creating' a' lack' of' privacy'
issue,' ' and' further' a' reduction' in' late' afternoon' sun' are' all' things' buyers' consider' when'
purchasing'a'property.'None'of'these'are'appealing'aspects'to'home'buyers.''
'
(VIII)'Our'home'is'an'old'villa'dating'back'to'the'1920s.'Much'of'the'original'house'still'exists'
on' the' main' floor.' Under' the' foundations,' flows' the' basalt' rock' from' across' the' sites' that'
Southern'Cross'Hospital'Limited'(SCHL)'want'the'plan'change'to'apply'to.'When'extending'my'
home,'basalt'rock'was'dug'out'with'a'small'digger,'which'means'I'have'seen'the'rock'myself.'It'
was'difficult'to'remove'but'on'a'small'scale,'manageable'with'small'machinery.'However,'the'
scale' that' SCHL'will' intend' to'dig'out' if' they'get' the'plan' change' they'are'asking' for'will' be'
significantly' larger'and'will'take'time'to'do'so'–'maybe'up'to'a'few'years.' It'will'also'involve'
large'machinery,'possible'blasting'and'heavy'trucks'to'come'and'go'from'the'site.'Given'that'
my'home'is'nearly'100'years'old,' this' is'of'concern'to'me.'Currently,'heavy'trucks'and'buses'
travelling'along'Gillies'Ave'have'an'effect'on'our'home'in'that'they'cause'vibrations'that'make'
certain'floors'and'windows'on'the'west'side'(the'side'closest'to'Gillies'Ave)'shake.'The'work'
that' SCHL'will' undertake' under' the' plan' change.' I' believe'will' only'make' this'worse' as' the'
vibrations' from' potential' blasting' will' travel' through' the' rock' under' our' foundations,' the'
trucks' and'machinery'will' drive' by' and' around' the' site' on' an' almost' daily' basis,' and' could'
therefore'result'in'damage'to'my'home.'Work'that'was'undertaken'by'NZTA'on'the'Southern'
Motorway' caused' vibrations,' and' these' were' within' the' limits' allowed.' Yet' it' still' caused'
damage'to'homes'nearby.'The'old'homes'in'this'area'will'definitely'feel'the'negative'affects'of'
vibrations'too'if'semiAmodern'homes'in'South'Auckland'did.'Those'in'that'area'are'struggling'
to'find'a'responsible'party'to'help'cover'the'costs'of'the'remedial'work.'I'believe,'that'the'same'
will'happen'in'this'case'too.'Please'consider'this,'and'do'not'bring'the'potential'of'this'burden'
to'the'residents'around'Epsom.''
'
(IX)'The'noise'brought'on'by'the'significant'scale'of'construction'is'a'further'concern'of'mine.''
Heavy'machinery,'construction'crews,'rock'removal,'the'list'of'noise'making'items'goes'on'and'
each'item'further'reduces'the'ability'of'the'residents'in'the'area'and'I'to'be'allowed'to'enjoy'
the'quiet'characteristics'that'this'residential'area'has'to'offer.'I'have'elderly'people'living'in'the'
home'with'me'too,'and'the'construction'noise,'the'vibrations'as'mentioned'above'will'not'be'
good'for'their'heath,'or'any'of'ours'for'that'matter.''
'
(X)'Gillies'Ave'is'also'a'major'main'road'that'is'used'heavily'every'day.'The'effect'construction'
will'have'on'the'usage'of'Gillies'Ave,'both'by'pedestrians'and'cars/public'transport'is'a'
concern'for'me.'For'example'blasting'of'basalt'rock'to'remove'it'(a'method'of'rock'removal'
that'could'be'used'by'SCHL)'would'result'in'the'roads'being'shut'down'prior'to'and'after'each'
blast.'This'seems'like'a'major'issue'and'concern'to'the'users'of'Gillies'Ave,'which'includes'my'
family'and'I.'Shutting'down'Gillies'Ave'and'surrounding'side'streets'will'cause'an'increase'of'
traffic'to'flow'onto'other'already'busy'roads'such'as'Manukau'Rd.'Heavy'trucks'and'machinery'
needing'access'to'the'site'will'also'cause'a'traffic'problem.'This'will'cause'more'delays'at'peak'
hours,'particularly'in'the'morning'when'many'people'including'myself'need'to'leave'for'work,'
and'especially'due'to'the'motorway'entrance'and'exit,'to'and'from'the'city'being'on'Gillies'Ave.''
'
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'
As'a'final'request,'I'ask'the'reader'of'this'submission'to'consider'how'would'you'feel'if'there'
came'a'potential'threat'for'a'16m'hospital'to'be'built'across'the'road'from'your'home.'If'you'
were'faced'with'the'same'privacy'issues,'the'several'years'of'construction'outside'your'door'
and'the'noise'and'problems'that'came'with'it,'the'removal'of'sunlight'flowing'into'parts'of'
your'home'that'you'have'enjoyed'for'years,'the'potential'for'this'building'to'reach'25meters,'
what'would'you'want'to'happen?'Would'you'allow'it'to'happen?''
'
Thank'you'for'providing'your'time'to'read'and'consider'my'submission.''
'
'
'
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ATTACHMENT())(Reasons'for'Submission(
'

1. I/we'oppose(Proposed(Plan(Change'21((PC(21)private)'for(the(following(reasons:(
(
(a) The(proposed(plan(change(has(failed(to(implement(the(basic(direction,(objectives(and(

policies(of(the(Auckland(Regional(Policy(Statement((RPS)(set(out(in(Chapters(B1(&(B2.((In(
particular(the(plan(change(has(undermined(the(relationship(within(the(intended(
compact(urban(form(of(Auckland(between(residential,(historic,(heritage(and(special(
character(protection(and(urban(intensification(development(initiatives(as(outlined(in(the(
RPS.(
(

(b) While(medical(facilities(are(recognised(as(part(of(the(social(infrastructure(of(Auckland,(
their(location(relies(on(following(the(spatial(objectives(of(the(Special(Purpose)Healthcare(
Facility(and(Hospital(Zone.((The(subject(site(does(not(achieve(those(objectives(or(policies.(
(

(c) The(Special(Purpose(–(Healthcare(Facility(and(Hospital(Zone((the(“Hospital(Zone”)(is(
inappropriate(for(the(subject(sites(because(the(sites(and(their(locality(do(not(meet(the(
zone(description,(objectives(or(policies(found(in(Chapter(H25.1,(.2(or(.3.((Overall(the(
location(and(scale(of(the(built(outcome(derived(from(PC21(undermines(the(integrity(of(
the(Hospital(Zone.(
(

(d) The(subject(site(lies(within(an(established(area(of(residential(zoned(land(with(the(Gillies(
Ave(part(of(the(site(covered(by(an(overlay(which(seeks((to(retain(and(manage(the(special(
character(values(of(this(part(of(Epsom,(integrated(as(it(is(with(the(eastern(side(of(Mt(
Eden.((The(purpose(of(the(overlay(is(described(in(Chapter(D18(of(the(AUP.((PC(21(
undermines(the(integrity(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(by(introducing(a(land(use(
which(is(contrary(in(all(respects(to(the(heritage(and(special(character(purpose(of(the(
overlay.(
(

(e) PC(21(has(potential(adverse(effects(on(neighbouring(properties(and(the(locality(arising(
from(the(potential(intensity(of(development,(the(incompatibility(of(built(form(
relationships(contemplated(by(PC(21,(the(proposed(reduction(in(required(parking(for(the(
private(hospital(and(the(requirement(for(blasting(to(achieve(underground(parking.(
Together,(these(actual(and(cumulative(adverse(effects(confirm(that(the(locality(of(PC(21(
is(unsuitable.(

(
(f) Adverse(effects(from(PC(21(also(include(the(undermining(and(degradation(of(the(

residential(and(character(heritage(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(its(vicinity(as(well(
as(the(urban(amenity(considered(and(protected(by(the(integration(of(the(Single(House(
Zone(and(the(Special(Character(Overlay(in(this(location.(
(

(g) The(urban(form(depicted(by(the(operative(land(use(zone(pattern(covering(the(subject(
site(and(the(surrounding(neighbourhood(firmly(indicates(the(intention(of(low(scale(
residential(development(consistent(with(the(Special(Character(Overlay(which(covers(part(
of(the(subject(site(and(the(neighbourhood.((PC(21'is(contrary(to(the(integrity(and(
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purpose(of(the(operative(land(use(pattern(and(urban(design(outcomes(represented(by(

the(operative(land(use(zones.(

(h) PC(21(incorporates(three(special(character(residential(buildings(which(front(Gillies(
Avenue.(These(dwellings(are(included(for(the(purpose(of(demolition(and(removal(to(

allow(the(expansion(of(the(private(hospital(facilities.((The(loss(of(these(special(character(

dwellings(is(inconsistent(with(the(purpose(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(specifically(

placed(over(this(part(of(Gillies(Avenue(and(the(adjoining(hinterland(to(the(west(for(the(

purpose(of(heritage(protection(imposed(through(the(RPS(and(implemented(through(the(

Special(Character(area(provisions(of(the(AUP(district(plan(provisions.((

(

(i) PC(21(has(failed(to(protect(the(substantial(trees(over(the(subject(area(which(contribute(

important(landscape(and(vegetation(amenity(to(the(neighbourhood(and(is(recognized(in(

the(Special(Character(Overlay.(

(

(j) Overall,(PC21(has(failed(to(provide(the(necessary(justification(required(under(s.32(of(the(

Act(to(create(the(extent(of(change(and(modification(to(the(operative(planning(provisions(

covering(the(subject(area(and(the(adjoining(neighbourhood.((In(particular(–((

i. the(evaluation(of(the(objectives(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(purpose(of(the(Act(is(

inadequate,(

ii. the(appropriateness(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(relevant(objectives(having(

examined(alternatives,(assessed(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(

proposal(to(achieve(those(objectives(is(not(provided(,(and(

iii. the(summary(of(the(reasons(for(deciding(on(PC(21(as(the(correct(course(of(

action(does(not(follow(the(instruction(of(s32(RMA,(and(

iv. it(has(not(been(demonstrated(that(the(objectives(of(the(applicant(cannot(be(

met(in(appropriately(zoned(areas(of(the(City.(

(

(k) The(serious(failure(to(address(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(has(fundamentally(flawed(

the(ability(for(PC(21(to(be(considered(and(assessed(under(the(Act.(

(

(l) Accordingly,(the(failure(to(meet(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(confirms(that(PC(21(is(

contrary(to(the(purpose(of(the(Act(as(set(out(in(Part(2,(in(particular,(it(does(not(provide(

for(the(sustainable(management(of(the(urban(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(the(

neighbourhood(required(by(s5(RMA.((For(these(reasons(PC(21'fails(to(meet(the(purpose(

of(the(Act(and(accordingly(cannot(proceed.(

(
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In addition to the technical concerns, I also have the following concerns: 
 

1) I have lived at my place of residence for nearly 15 years. I enjoy the residential family home 
characteristics that the general area of Epsom has. Most homes in this area pay homage to the 
early architectural designs in Auckland, whilst modern homes built in the area abide by the 
height restrictions placed on the mainly RESIDENTIAL area and do not detract or create a 
visual eye-sore. Even those sites across Gillies Ave, moving west/south into further Epsom and 
Mt Eden areas, maintain a level of visual consistency in the area. They blend in with other 
homes in the area and use foliage to ensure they do not ruin the characteristic of Epsom and Mt 
Eden. I believe this has been achieved/the characteristic of the area maintained by Auckland 
City Council through their current Unitary Plan and past District Plan zoning for the area. The 
plans control the height of structures (generally no more than eight meters) built in the area, 
place a special characteristic overlay on properties deemed to have special historical significance, 
and this generally tells those developing in the area to keep in mind the architecture of the past 
and the homes that remain from early to mid 1900’s – my home included. By allowing Southern 
Cross Hospital Limited (SCHL) to change the zoning of the sites on Gillies Ave and Brightside 
Rd, they will be allowed to build up to 16 meters, and potentially with council consent go up to 
25 meters. This will not fit the residential characteristics of the area. It will stand out and 
become an eye-sore. It will not blend in with the many homes that surround it. The zone change 
will open the door for Epsom to start being commercialised, large buildings to take over and 
ruin the special characteristics the area has, and has maintained through the last numerous 
decades. It will also allow SCHL to demolish two historical homes with special character overlay 
(which is supposed to provide them protection from such things) that have been around for 
nearly 100 years. Two sound, good condition homes that could stand for many more years to 
come. I believe that there is no need to destroy these homes, along with the old boarding home 
that sits directly opposite me. All provide adequate housing at a time when Auckland is already 
facing a housing shortage. Originally when SCHL built their existing hospital, three heritage 
homes were removed then too. Now they want to remove others. Food for thought even, 
SCHL could relocate their existing site to free up even more land in a highly sought after 
residential area, moving to a more appropriate and adequate zoned area where they would face 
no problems from residents in the area.  
 

2) The street we live in (Kipling Ave) sits almost directly opposite the SCHL proposed 
development site. Kipling Ave along with Gillies Ave (both sides of the road) are a major 
thoroughfare for both students who walk to and from school, and their parents who use our 
street as a drop off zone for their children attending Epsom Girls Grammar School and Auckland 
Boys Grammar School. We also see small children walking to the local intermediate and 
primary schools in the area – Kohia Terrace, Auckland Normal Intermediate and Newmarket 
Primary School.  I see it everyday as our house over looks both Kipling Ave and Gillies Ave. My 
son used to walk to and from school via Owens Rd and Gillies Ave daily for the last five years 
too and there are many more children who will continue to do so in the future. Having such a 
large scale construction site occurring right near the main walking route of students from 
multiple schools seems to me a needless major hazard. The type of construction SHCL has 
proposed could be done in an area that allows for large scale hospitals, would not interfere with 
significant amounts of children walking to and from school and could be built in an area allowed 
under the Unitary plan. They could consider other sites within Central Auckland I believe and it 
seems narrow minded to just stick to this one location, where their plan does not coincide with 
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the residential characteristics of the area.  Once construction finishes the final hospital will see 
staff, patients and their visitors coming and going on a daily basis off Gillies Ave at a much larger 
scale than currently seen, which means that many students will be crossing the entrance to the 
proposed development with many cars going in and out. I believe this also provides a further 
safety concern for many students who walk to and from school.   
 

3) Already, the mornings and after school drop off and pick up times are a major traffic problem 
in the area on Gillies Ave. The morning school traffic already clashes with those needing to catch 
the motorway access off Gillies Ave to get to work in the city or those that work in the general 
area. Residents and such, myself included have had to deal with congestion to just get out of 
Kipling Ave, and right onto Gillies Ave in the morning. Adding a larger scale hospital zone to an 
already busy main traffic road will definitely have an impact. The survey of the traffic provided 
in the report by SCHL was done in March/April 2017 and early 2018. Not only is this already 
out of date, it was done during summer/when good weather was still occurring. Those that live 
in the area who see and deal with the traffic on a daily basis know that once winter kicks in, 
weather brings wind and rain, traffic on and around Gillies Ave gets even worse heading in all 
directions.  
 

4) Parking is another concern. Already teachers, students and residents of the area park in side 
streets such as in the one I live. I see this on a daily basis and our street is generally always 
packed with cars. At times, these parked cars create problems for those that live in the area 
(myself included) by blocking access to resident’s driveways and blocking views to fast turning 
traffic into side streets. Once the development is completed (this will take a few years) there 
will be parking provided at the site. However, construction workers during the build will need 
a place to park in an area already short of parking at times. If the construction workers get in 
early to find a parking space in side streets, this will be at the expense of those who live or go to 
school or already work in the area. Parking is already a problem and providing Southern Cross 
Hospital limited with this zone change, will only make the matter worse.  
 

5) Furthermore, a major concern for me is the excavation of the basalt rock that flows from the 
SCHL development sites, across Gillies Ave, and down under my home. This excavation is not 
just limited to one site, but will occur over three large sites and will continue to do so for nearly 
two-three years.  My home is nearly 100 years old and even heavy trucks or buses driving past 
on Gillies Ave result in the floor and windows rattling at times. To allow such a plan change will 
result in massive amounts of heavy machinery, trucks and such to pass by, and work directly 
opposite my home to occur. This will cause significantly more vibrations to travel through the 
rock, shaking the foundations and already vibration prone floors. This will undoubtable cause 
damage, both internal and external as seen by the complaints by residents over the vibrations 
made by the works on the Southern Motorway. Although NZTA has followed all the rules in 
terms of vibrations, homes which I’m sure aren’t as old as those in the Epsom area were 
damaged and residents left with hefty bills to fix it all. A bill they cannot afford. Who will be 
held responsible in our case for damage caused to many homes by SCHL and their proposed plan 
change to build a large-scale hospital? Once the plan is changed, SCHL cannot be held 
responsible for damage as they will work within the zoning regulation, even if that results in 
damage. Auckland Council will also not be able to help, and nor will insurance 
providers….Who will then? 
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider my submission. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Sunday, 14 April 2019 5:00 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Devendra Patel 

Categories:

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Devendra Patel 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name: JASHWANTY RATANJI bHIKHA 

Email address: family@patel.co.nz 

Contact phone number: 021512149 

Postal address: 
155 Mountain Road 
EPSOM 
Auckland 1023 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 

Property address: 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? Yes 

The reason for my or our views are: 
This development will create a very large commercial building and enterprise within a quiet leafy surbub with school 
children. Even before construction, it will create huge traffic issues at the corner of Mountain Road, Brightside, 
Owens, and Gilles Avenue. Volcanic rock is the foundation here and it will definitely damage our houses with the 
blasts to "dig" as we found out when our neighbour did the same for a garage. This hospital will be a 24/7 operation 
and only 20 meters from our house and we do not wish such a large commercial operation right at our doorstep. 
Southern Cross should easily be able to find light industrial or commercial zoned area for a new hospital. This is 
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RESIDENTIAL and SCHOOLING area and we would like it keep it as such. Southern Cross should have made 
appropriate submissions a few years ago when the unitary plan was being drafted and engaged in the process. 
Please decline this plan modification. 

I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 

Submission date: 14 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? Yes 

Would you consider presenting a joint case at a hearing if others have made a similar submission? Yes 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Friday, 12 April 2019 4:46 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Gillian Anderson 

Categories:

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Gillian Anderson 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name: Peter Anderson 

Email address: g.anderson5758@gmail.com 

Contact phone number: 021 1272142 

Postal address: 
7 Domett Ave 
Epsom 
Auckland 1023 
Epsom 
Auckland 1023 1023 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 
PC 21 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road, 149,151,&153 Gillies Ave, Epsom 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? Yes 

The reason for my or our views are: 
I have lived here for 32 Years & I do not feel a need to have a Hospital Zone in an area that has lots of hertage & 
outstanding homes. 
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I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 

Submission date: 12 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? Yes 

Would you consider presenting a joint case at a hearing if others have made a similar submission? No 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Sent: Sunday, 14 April 2019 5:15 PM
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Jashwanty Patel 

Categories:

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission. 

Contact details 

Full name of submitter: Jashwanty Patel 

Organisation name:  

Agent's full name: JASHWANTY RATANJI bHIKHA 

Email address: jashu@patel.co.nz 

Contact phone number: 0211581602 

Postal address: 
155 Mountain Road 
EPSOM 
Auckland 1023 

Submission details 

This is a submission to: 

Plan modification number: Plan change 21 

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

My submission relates to 

Rule or rules: 

Property address: 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom 

Map or maps:  

Other provisions: 

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions identified 

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No 

The reason for my or our views are: 
We do not want a 24/7 commercial hospital 20 meters from our house in a RESIDENTIAL & SCHOOL area! This will 
cause huge disruption before, during, and after such a high building is constructed right amongst our houses. There is 
bound to be traffic issues as well as school children being injured. Noise levels will also affect residents with backup 
generators, laundary and so on. 

I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification 
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Submission date: 14 April 2019 

Attend a hearing 

Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? Yes 

Would you consider presenting a joint case at a hearing if others have made a similar submission? Yes 

Declaration 

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? Yes 

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that: 

 Adversely affects the environment; and 
 Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

Yes 

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details, names and 
addresses) will be made public. 
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